















































































































Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (Fifth
Edition), HarperCollins Publishers. [COBUILD 5]
????????????? ??????
HarperCollins Publishers ????? ????
?? ????
b. Mayor, M. et al. (2009) LONGMAN Dictionary
of Contemporary English (Fifth Edition), Pearson
Longman. [LDOCE 5]
???????????????????
Pearson Longman ????? ???? ????
c. Walter, E. et al. (2008) Cambridge Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (Third Edition), Cambridge
University Press. [CALD 3]
d. Rundell, M. et al. (2007) Macmillan English
Dictionary for Advanced Learners (Seventh
Edition), Macmillan Education. [MED 7]
e. Wehmeier, S. et al. (2005) Oxford Advanced
Learner’s Dictionary (Seventh Edition), Oxford
University Press. [OALD 7]
?????????????????????
?? ??a? ? ?????????? ??????






???????????? [COBUILD 5] ????
?????????? ?? discuss???? ??a?
? [COBUILD 5] ? ??b? ? ?????????
??? ?????? ???? [LDOCE 5]? ???
?????????
??? a. [COBUILD 5]
discuss:
?. If people discuss something, they talk
about it, often in order to reach a
decision.
?. If you discuss something, you write or
talk about it in detail.
b. [LDOCE 5]
discuss:
?. to talk about something with another
person or a group in order to exchange
ideas or decide something
?. to talk or write about something in detail
and consider different ideas or opinions
about it
??? ???????? discuss???? ???
[COBUILD 5] ???????????? If people











??? [COBUILD 5] ?????? if?????
??????????????? ???????
????????? ?? [COBUILD 5] ???? if
?????????????? discuss????
?????????? ? If people discuss
something, ????? discuss ????????
????? ?????????????????
??? ??? to?????????? [LDOCE 5]
??? ?????????? discuss?????
????????????????
??? [LDOCE 5] discuss
a. Littman refused to discuss the case publicly.
b. If you would like to discuss the matter further,
please call me.
??????? [COBUILD 5] ??? ??????
??????????????????? ???
?????????????????????








??a? ? homework ??? ???? “If you do
your homework,” ?????????????
??????? ? “do one’s homework” ????
???? ????????? ?????????
??b? ? interested??? ??????????
?? “If you are interested in something,” ??
??? ????????? ?????? “be
interested in” ???????????????
??c? ? handsome ?????? “A handsome
man has an attractive face with regular features.”
???????? ???????? ??????
????? ???? “A handsome woman has an
attractive appearance with features that are large
and regular rather than small and delicate.” ??
???????? A handsome woman... ????
????????? ???? handsome????
??????????????????????
????? ??d? ? drop in??? “If you drop in
on someone...” ????? drop in??? ???
????????????????? on???
?????????????? ??? ???? ?
???????????? ??????????
?????? ??????? ??? ??????
????????????????
?????? [COBUILD 5] ?????????
??????????? ?????? ?????
???????????????





????????? ???? ?synonym? ???
???????? ??????????????
??????????????????????
???????????? ??? ??? discuss
????? ????? ?everyday English? ???
discuss??? talk about???????????
?????? ?????? ?register? ?????
???????? ??????????????
????????? [COBUILD 5] ??? ????
????????????????????
??c? ? Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(Third Edition) ???? [CALD 3]? ?? ????????
????????????Cambridge International
Dictionary of English ?[CIDE]? ????????
???????????????????????











??? [CALD 3] ?????????????
???????? ??? ???? ??????
???? ??????????????
??d?? Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced







??? ???? discuss????? discuss???
? about??????????????????
????? ?? do????? do???????
????? ??????????? ??????
???????????????? ??? a lot






??e? ? Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary
(Seventh Edition) ???? [OALD 7]? ????????
??????????????????? ???
??? ??? money? cash?????????
???????? informal English ?? wh ?




????????????? ?? [COBUILD 5]





?? offer, supply, provide, give
???????? ?????? ?????? ?
????????????






???? ???? [LDOCE 5] ?????????
?????????
??? a. offer: to ask someone if they would like
to have something, or to hold
something out to them so that they
can take it
b. supply: to provide people with something
that they need or want, especially
regularly over a long period of time
c. provide: to give something to someone or
make it available to them, because
they need it or want it
d. give: to let someone have something as a
present, or to provide something for
someone
??a? ? offer?????? offer????????
??????????? ???????????
???????????? ??b? ? supply???
???? supply? offer???? ???????
???????????????? supply? offer
????????????? supply??????
? ???????? ???????? ?????
??????????????????????
??????????? ??c? ? provide ??











?? with flying colors
“with flying colors” ????????? ???
???????with flying colours?? ?????
??????????? ?????????????
???????? ??? ????????? ??
?? ????????? ?????????
?No. ??? ? ?????????? ???? ??
??????????????????????
?????? ?? ??????? ???? ???
?????? ???? ???????? ????
????????
???? ????? ????????? ????
?????????? ????????????
???










??? a. [LDOCE 5]
with flying colours: If you pass a test with
flying colours, you are very successful in it.
b. [COBUILD 5]
with flying colours: If you pass a test
with flying colours, you have done very
well in the test.
[LDOCE 5]? [COBUILD 5] ?? “If you pass a test
with flying colours,” ?????? ?? “with
flying colors” ???????????????








??? ??? ???? ??????????
“organized” ???????
???? She’s not a very organized person and she












???? She?????? ???? ???????
?????????????? ????????
???? ???????? ????????? ?





???? a. [COBUILD 5]
organized:
?? An organized activity or a group
involves a number of people doing
something together in a structured way,
?
 	????????
rather than doing it by themselves.
?? Someone who is organized plans their
work and activities efficiently.
b. [CALD 3]
organized:
?? arranged according to a particular system
?? describes someone who is able to plan
things carefully and keep things tidy
?? (of travel, visits, activities, etc.) planned
and arranged for you to do, especially as
part of a group
c. [OALD 7]
organized:
?? [only before noun] involving large
numbers of people who work together to
do sth in a way that has been carefully
planned
?? arranged or planned in the way mentioned
?? (of a person) able to plan your work,
life, etc. well and in an efficient way
[COBUILD 5] ????? [CALD 3] ?????









??? ????????? ?No. ??? ??????







?? ????? [COBUILD 5] ?????????




















?????? ??????? ??? ??????
??????????????????????
?? ????????????????????
????????? ?????????????
???????????? ?????? ????
???????????????????????
??????????????????????
??? ????????????????????
??????????????? ??? ????
??????????????????????
????????
?
????????????
??
??????????
? ??
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